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SCANDINAVIA’S FIRST-EVER
GRAVEL FESTIVAL
The brainchild of three Danes with big plans
For some time now, ‘gravel’ has been a major trend in the world of cycling,
causing the cycling market and interest in, and love of cycling to snowball.
At the same time, the more experience-based approach to cycling has resulted
in many more people discovering the joy of nature: to such an extent, in fact,
that delivery of bikes from many bicycle brands cannot keep up with the
ever-increasing demand.
So, the three Danes behind Scandinavia’s first gravel festival – ‘Backlands’ – are
really looking forward to launching the event next September. The first festival

will take place in one of the most beautiful areas in Denmark: Odsherred. The
plan is then to hold a number of events throughout Denmark and Scandinavia.

Nothing but goodwill
“We’ve conducted research in various places in Denmark, talking to local
authorities, forest owners and makers of local produce. There’s been nothing
but goodwill – in fact, almost love – from everyone we’ve spoken to. That’s
fantastic for us and just strengthens our belief that the concept has huge
potential,” says Kaare Breinholt, one of the festival’s three creators and for many
years the mastermind behind many major events, including ‘The Color Run’, the
popular international running concept.
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“We’ve also cycled many thousands of kilometres on gravel roads to find the
best place to hold a festival where we will celebrate, cultivate and share the joy
of gravel cycling. In this respect, Odsherred has turned out to be a unique corner
of Denmark, boasting many different types of landscape within a relatively
limited area. Here we can offer everyone challenge and variety: both those

looking for long rides of more than 100 km and those after shorter rides with
more time for breaks, the odd beer or taking photos. There is also the added
bonus that it’s stunningly beautiful here in GeoPark Odsherred, which was
selected as a UNESCO programme on account of its distinctively hilly Ice Age
landscape,” says Christian Orry. In addition to being the brains behind the
festival, he is also an active gravel cycling ambassador with many years’
experience of just about all types of cycling, both at competition level and as a
coach and tour guide.
“The fact that gravel attracts so many different kinds of people, for whom the
social aspect is equally important, is why I myself and many others are so
passionate about it. It isn’t necessarily about getting from A to B. It’s just as
much about enjoying nature and having a great time with other people… Mind
you, the cool bikes, created for all kinds of terrain, also help,” says Dean Strange,
the third mastermind behind the festival and co-host of the popular podcast
‘Balsam for sjælen’ (Balm for the Soul), which is devoted to his love of gravel
cycling.
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A unique place in Denmark
The opening of Backlands will take place at Anneberg Kulturpark in Nykøbing,
Sjælland from 10 to 12 September 2021. It will feature three days of gravel
cycling, good food and drink, exciting talks, music, films and events in a totally
unique setting.
Anneberg Kulturpark boasts a stunning natural location with unique gardens,
clearly inspired by English garden cities. With its fantastic view of the fjord, the
place is also a regular venue for local food producers and artists.
Both Gitte Klausen, the owner of Anneberg, and Morten Egeskov, Director of
GeoPark Odsherred, are looking forward to hosting next year’s festival, which
will be all about nature experiences, cycling and local involvement. “Backlands is
totally in tandem with the values we believe in at Anneberg. Both the beautiful
setting and the nature of the area are ideal for this type of event,” says Gitte
Klausen, who cannot wait to welcome all the gravel enthusiasts in late summer
2021.
Morten Egeskov is equally enthusiastic. “We are naturally delighted that
Backlands will be taking place in GeoPark Odsherred. The sense of the
landscape, the great experiences and the collaboration with local actors make it
a win-win for everyone involved. We’ve had some really positive discussions with
the organisers of the festival. We share the same joy and approach to the
festival and the local environment.”
More festivals and guests from abroad
Backlands in Odsherred will be the first in a series of festivals. Starting in spring
2022, they will be held in scenic areas in both Denmark and the rest of
Scandinavia. “We’re already in discussion with several areas in Denmark, Sweden
and Norway, and we look forward to announcing the upcoming events on an
ongoing basis. So keep a close eye on our digital platforms,” says Kaare
Breinholt.
“It’s important for us to be able to offer our festival guests unique settings,
fabulous routes and a programme that incorporates local involvement, joy of
cycling and a great atmosphere. That’s something we’re good at in Denmark, and
we want to show that to international gravel enthusiasts,” says Christian Orry.

Dean Strange adds: “Denmark’s a beautiful country and we’re already working
on making the festival international, so guests can also meet people from the
likes of Germany, Norway or the Netherlands, while sitting enjoying a cool beer
after a fantastic bike ride. We are in the process of creating the festival that we
have always dreamed of attending.”
Tickets for next year’s festival are now on sale on w
 ww.backlands.cc. Be quick if
you want a ticket. Due to the expected Corona guidelines, only 465 tickets are
available for Backlands Odsherred.
“We want to create a framework for a festival that protects nature, creates an
intimate ambience and suits the environment in which it takes place,” concludes
Dean Strange.
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What is gravel cycling?
Gravel cycling started in the United States, where long, desolate gravel
roads united traditional road cycling, mountain biking and cyclo-cross. The
more desolate, slightly technical terrain away from the road created a
boom in interest in cycling, also leading experienced cyclists – men, women,
licensed cyclists and exercise cyclists – to take to these bikes with the
slightly wider tyres.
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